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Internet Safety & Cyberbullying
Picture Books
Berenstain, Jan. The Berenstain Bears’ Computer Trouble
When Papa brings home a computer, the whole family is soon spending all day, every day staring at the
screen, which means it is up to Papa to get the Berenstains back into the real world. (PICTURE BOOK BER)

Polacco, Patricia. Bully
Sixth-grade friends Lyla and Jamie, both new to their school, stand up for each other when a clique of
popular girls bullies them online. (PICTURE BOOK (OLDER) POL)

Non-fiction
Cornwall, Phyllis. Play it Safe Online
Teaches best practices to remain safe while online, including not posting pictures, limiting personal
information, and choosing secure sites.(J004.67 COR)

Freedman, Jeri. Online Safety
The risks of online communication -- Creeps and criminals : online predators -- Online bullying -- Keeping
your data safe -- Avoiding Internet scams (J004.67 FRE)

Jakubiak, David J. A Smart Kid’s Guide to Avoiding Online Predators
Cover the basics of using computers for communication and information, the focus is on treating the
Internet as you would any other public place: avoiding strangers and telling someone if you see or read
something you are uncomfortable with. (J004.67 JAK)
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Lee, Sally. Staying Safe Online
Discusses the rules and techniques for online safety. (J004.67 LEE)

Miller, Shannon McClintock. Be Nice Online
Simple text and colorful illustrations show how to safely use the Internet and how to avoid cyberbullying.
(J004.67 MIL)

Miller, Shannon McClintock. Don’t Share Your Address Online
Simple text and colorful illustrations show how to safely use the Internet and why personal information
like an address should not be shared. (J004.67 MIL)
Miller, Shannon McClintock. Don’t Share Your Phone Number Online
Brief text and photographs explain why you should not give strangers your address or provide it to web
sites without a parent's permission. (J004.67 MIL)

Miller, Shannon McClintock. Don’t Share Your Plans Online
Simple text and colorful illustrations show how to safely use the Internet and why personal information
should not be shared. (J004.67 MIL)

Yearling, Tricia. How do I Play Games Online?
Discusses how kids can safely play games online. (J004.67 YEA)

Cindrich, Sharon. A Smart Girl’s Guide to the Internet : How to Connect with Friends, Find What you Need,
and Stay Safe Online
Packed with tips and quizzes that can help girls be smart and safe internet users, and includes advice for
parents about teaching Internet etiquette to girls. (J004.678 CIN)
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Jakubiak, David J. A Smart Kid’s Guide to Online Bullying
Discusses what cyberbullying is, why people do it, how to figure out a cyberbully's real identity, building a
case against them, getting help, stopping a cyberbully, Internet safety, and not becoming a cyberbully.
(J004.678 JAK)
Jakubiak, David J. A Smart Kid’s Guide to Playing Online Games
An introduction to online games and safety tips for kids. (J004.678 JAK)

Minton, Eric. Cyberbullies
Invisible bullies -- Netiquette -- Personal attacks -- False faces -- Why cyberbully? -- Dealing with bullies -Getting outside help -- Gathering evidence -- Taking a stand -- Be smart and safe. (J004.678 MIN)

Nelson, Drew. Dealing with Cyberbullies
This book defines bullying and cyberbullying, discusses how to prevent cyberbullying, and describes
websites that help young people deal with cyberbullying. (J004.678 NEL)

Raatma, Lucia. Cyberbullying
What makes a cyberbully different from other bullies? Cyberbullies use the Internet to hurt other people.
(J004.678 RAA)

Linde, Barbara M. Safe Social Networking
This book introduces social networking, describing an acceptable use policy (AUP), privacy settings,
creating good screen names and passwords, online etiquette, and staying safe. (J004.692 LIN)

Marzolf, Julie Schwab. Online Privacy
This book explains how to keep your online information private and how and why people might look for
your information. (J005.8 MAR)
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Minton, Eric. Online Predators and Privacy
What is online privacy? -- Safe and unsafe places -- Secrets and lies -- Cookies and spyware -- Don't share
too much -- How predators hunt -- Dealing with predators -- Catching predators -- Online thievery -Cyberbullying -- Be smart and safe. (J005.8 MIN)

Yearling, Tricia. How Do I Keep my Privacy Online?
Discusses how kids can create safe passwords and what kind of information should never be posted
online. (J005.8 YEA)

Shea, John M. Combating Computer Viruses
This book discusses the problem of viruses, a kind of malware, and describes combating computer
viruses and other malware. (J005.84 SHE)

Cornwall, Phyllis. Super Smart Information Strategies : Online Etiquette and Safety
This book defines online etiquette, discussing proper behavior for users of online services and the
Internet, wording your thoughts carefully, cyberbullies, safety guidelines, rules of Web sites, and safe
informational sites. (J175 COR)

Minton, Eric. Social Networking and Social Media Safety
Between Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr, and countless others, online social networks and social media have
come to permeate our lives. The author offers readers the tools they need to understand how social
networks and social media work and how to use them safely. This title emphasizes the importance of
abiding by age limits on social networks and offers age-appropriate guidelines for interacting via social
media. (J302.23 MIN)
Yearling, Tricia. How Do I Use Social Networking?
Discusses how kids can safely use social networking.(J302.23 YEA)
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Yearling, Tricia. How I Stay Safe from Cyberbullies?
Discusses how kids can protect themselves from cyberbullies. (J302.3 YEA)

Yearling, Tricia. How do I Stay Safe from Online Predators?
Discusses how kids can protect themselves from online predators. (J302.3 YEA)

Ferguson, Addy. Online Bullying
The technology available today can be used as a tool, but unfortunately it is also used to threaten and
bully others. Readers explore the different ways bullies use technology against their targets and the
unique effects of this type of bullying. (J302.34 FER)
Ferguson, Addy. Smartphone Bullying
Discusses smartphone bullying, including its effect on those who are bullied, how to protect oneself from
being the target of a smartphone bully, getting support from adults, and reporting smartphone bullying.
(J302.34 FER)

Anderson, Judith. Know the Facts About Personal Safety
Learn about safety in your home, in the water, during emergencies, and learn danger signs. Also
learn about personal safety & privacy in areas of peer pressure, bullying, cell phones and with
Internet friends. (J613.6 AND)

Parent Collection
O’Keeffe, Gwenn Schurgin. CyberSafe : Protecting and Empowering Kids in the Digital World of Texting,
Gaming, and Social Media
Protecting and empowering kids in the digital world of texting, gaming, and social media. (PARENT
004.678 OKE)
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Rosen,Larry D. Me,MySpace, and I : Parenting the Net Generation
Young people spend hours online each day online, and their abilities to multitask and communicate are
often misunderstood by older generations. Dr. Larry Rosen offers a full overview of the various issues
young people may experience in their online worlds (cyberbullying, addiction, sexuality, virtual
friendships, and more) while at the same time challenging commonly held beliefs that these
communities are damaging. (PARENT 305.235 ROS)
DVDs
The KREW. Strangers : Kids Recruiting Everyone Worldwide
Every 13 seconds a child is abducted. Kids need to be safe - but how are they going to learn. Introducing
America's first hi-tech super force for safety - the KREW. Four amazing kids join "The Chief" to create an
extraordinary team dedicated to inspire good decision making and providing the tools necessary for kids
to make smart choices. Topics covered: importance of parent/child secret passwords; strangers on the
street and how to handle being approached; dangers of internet and strangers online. (DVD J613.6 KRE)
The Ultimate Video Guide for …kids : How to Stay Safe
This video was made to help kids stay safe. Keeping kids safe means teaching them what to do when riding
their bikes, when home alone, on the internet, dealing with a bully or, how to act when approached by a
stranger. Kids will also learn body language. (DVD J613.6 HOW)

Disney’s Wild About Safety. Timon and Pumbaa Safety Smart Online!
Timon and Pumbaa learn they need more than a computer or a game console to surf the web - they need
safety smarts! They learn the importance of protecting their personal information, how to be responsible
digital citizens, and what to do if they are bullied. Abstract concepts like the Internet, information
permanence, and anonymity become easy to understand when the safety ambassadors lead the way. (DVD
J004.67 DIS)
Start Smart. Internet Bullies : What Should I Do?
For many kids, the Internet is an important part of their daily routine. Unfortunately, with the
immediacy of the Internet, its anonymity and its easy accessibility, kids are using instant messaging,
blogs, email, chat rooms, and social networks to spread gossip and rumors to harass and embarrass their
peers. In this program, viewers will come to understand that using the Internet for those purposes is
actually bullying. (DVD J004.67 STA)
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Playaway View
LOL!
Surfing Safely.com is the last of five videos in this collection from TumbleBook Library. The internet can
be an amazing adventure but sometimes dangers lurk. Becky, also known as Busy B, chats with her
cousin Z-man in this educational story about surfing the world wide web. (PLAYAWAY VIEW J LOL)
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